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Abstract
The Intermediate and Advanced Physics Laboratories are two stand-alone courses in the 

Ithaca College Physics curriculum.   In the Intermediate Lab, students learn basic error 

propagation and least-squares fitting, data collection and analysis, and lab notebook use, 

while conducting six different experiments that span classical  and modern physics.  In 

Advanced Lab, students propose, prepare, conduct, and analyze two experiments of their 

own design, and write up their results using the approved APS style in LaTeX.  In this way, 

the Ithaca College Physics Department gives its students a breadth of experience in 

canonical measurements using a traditional advanced lab curriculum in Intermediate Lab, 

while also exposing the students to a more realistic, open-ended experimental physics 

experience in Advanced Lab.

Freshman and sophomore years
The Ithaca College Physics Department  has four stand-alone lab courses, as well as labs 

integrated into our first three semesters (Mechanics; E&M; Waves, Optics, 

Thermodynamics).

In their first year, all Physics majors take Applied Introductory Physics Laboratory.  This 

course is a basic logic programming course, where students build and program integrated 

circuits to measure the rotations of pulleys for a variety of different experiments.  In their 

second year, students  take a basic electronics course in DC and AC circuits, and are 

introduced to imaginary notation for AC systems.

These courses build a specific skill set in our students.  In their first two years, students 

learn:

•  Error Analysis: measuring and reporting errors

•  Data collection and presentation (graphing) via Excel

•  How to use computers for data acquisition

•  Basic lab equipment skills (voltmeter, voltage source, oscilloscope, hand-held 

multimeter)

•  Basic electronics skills (wiring circuits, using BNC cables)

Thus, when students reach intermediate lab, we have made sure that all students have a 

basic skill set.

Logic diagram used in Applied Introductory Physics 

Laboratory.

Circuit used in the DC/AC Circuits Laboaratory

Intermediate Physics Laboratory
The Intermediate Physics Laboratory at Ithaca College consists of six different experiments.  

These experiments tend to be traditional physics experiments (i.e., “canned”).  While doing 

these experiments, students learn:

• Error analysis: Error propagation, mean and standard deviation, least squares fitting, 

weighted averages, normal distribution, chi-squared

• Data collection, analysis, and presentation (graphing) via Matlab

• To summarize experiments in project report format, including a basic understanding 

and explanation of the theoretical framework of the experiment 

• Proper use of a lab notebook

• A variety of different experiments in various physical phenomena, including re-doing 

“canonical” experiments (breadth)

Advanced Physics Laboratory
The Advanced Physics Laboratory focuses on open-ended, students designed experiments, 

written using the ReVTeX template from the American Physical Society.  While doing these 

experiments, students learn:

• Error analysis: Non-linear curve fitting

• To write technical manuscripts: Literature searches, proper citations, placing current 

work in context, typesetting via LaTeX, including an explanation and expansion of the 

theoretical framework of the experiment

• Modifying and writing data acquisition programs in Matlab and LabVIEW

• Experimental design skills: translating an experiment on paper into a working physical 

experiment

• Proposal writing: proposing the designed experiment

• To take an experiment from start to finish, including: design and manufacture of 

experimental apparatus, data acquisition, data analysis, conclusions and future work 

(depth).

Lab notebook grading rubric and the lab report grading rubric for Intermediate Lab.

Proposal grading rubric for 

Advanced Lab.


